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LONG-TERM GOALS
The goals of this work are to develop better understanding and predictive capability for (1) deep water wave breaking (2) the transfer of momentum from waves into the water column and (3) the interaction between irrotational waves and vorticity in the surface shear layer.
OBJECTIVES
We are presently focused on addressing three key aspects of wave breaking:
1. What are the net vertical distributions and flux rates of momentum transfer, vorticity, turbulence intensities, and kinetic energy dissipation from the breaking waves into the mean water column?
2. As multiple random waves of different wavelength superpose to create localized steepness sufficient to induce white capping or mixing events, what are the proportions of wave energy and momentum from different wave components that are dissipated and transferred into the water column?
3. How well do the current generation of Langmuir circulation parameterizations perform for the effects of waves on mean surface layer dynamics for different degrees of wave non-linearity and percent area of white capping in open water?
APPROACH
The work involves theoretical development, numerical computations, and comparison with laboratory measurements. The primary experimental tools are three-dimensional volume of fluid models (Truchas and Sola3D). We are working on including improved sub-grid closure models based on the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach for the unresolved effects of small-scale turbulence and surface gravity waves not represented in the model.
WORK COMPLETED
Our research to date has focused on developing two, three-dimensional, free-surface models with advanced features for examining wave breaking and the resulting wave-current interactions, and comparing model results with laboratory tank experiments. Both models use the same underlying Volume-of-Fluid methodology. The first model is built to replicate the ASIST wave-tank conditions as nearly as possible. The novel feature of this model is that in addition simulating the water, it simultaneously models the air-flow in the tank (by solving the Navier-Stokes equations for both the gas and liquid phases together) and can examine wave generation from winds, or wave breaking in the presence of wind. In this model, a Gaussian wave packet is forced at the inflow boundary condition, that coalesces into a steep deep-water breaking wave, just as done in the laboratory experiments. Comparison of results from numerical experiments utilizing different sub-grid-scale closure models with the laboratory experiments is the topic of Jennifer Regis's Masters thesis that was completed summer 2005. She is continuing on for a PhD at the University of Florida, and the continuation of this work is planned as the basis of her dissertation research.
The second modeling approach is designed to more nearly replicate open ocean wave conditions. It simulates a horizontally periodic domain without rigid walls, so that the longer time evolution of the momentum transfer between the breaking waves and the wave generated upper ocean shear flows can be examined. In this model the waves propagate across the domain for many wavelengths and wave periods. Simulations have been conducted that examine both small amplitude waves and the forcing of Langmuir circulation, and larger scale waves with significant breaking and nonlinear interaction between surface currents and waves. For small amplitude waves, our results agree with theoretical predictions for Langmuir circulation given in Craik and Leibovich (1976) , validating the general theory for Stokes drift vortex force interaction between waves and surface currents. Results for higher amplitude breaking waves yield similar outcomes, with current systems generated by breaking acting as a source for longitudinal circulations.
RESULTS
Our modeling work on open ocean waves has focused on a free-surface, VOF approach, but with periodic boundaries rather than rigid walls. Much of our work performed under ONR Grant N00014-03-1-258 focused on adapting a VOF model that was originally developed for studying fluid flow in confined domains. By using periodic boundaries, we are able to simulate the longer time evolution of surface waves and the wave generated upper ocean shear currents. An example of one such simulation is shown in Figure 1 representing a pair of 2 m amplitude waves with 40 m wavelength. This simulation was performed over a 256 x 256 x 64 grid point domain with resolution of 0.31 m in the horizontal direction and 0.47 m in the vertical direction. Wind stress in this case was set to 0.1 N m -2 .
As figure 1 shows, the model is able to simulate currents associated with the orbital wave velocity, average streamwise velocity, and perturbations associated with wave/mean current interaction or Langmuir circulation (LC). For this particular case, formation of LC is quite rapid, taking less than 3 minutes from the start of the simulation. These results represent one of the first model experiments showing how surface waves interact with average currents to generate longitudinal circulations or LC. Qualitatively, these results are very encouraging, for example, by showing alignment with the mean wind stress, circulation mergers or Y-junctions as reported in Farmer and Li (1995) , and overall structure similar to observed LC (Thorpe 2004) .
One of the strengths of the VOF free surface approach is the ability to simulate high amplitude waves that are unstable and will lead to breaking events. A simulation of a wave with characteristics resembling an open ocean case is presented in Figure 2 . Here we have initialized a wave "bump," which propagates primarily in the streamwise direction, but has secondary waves that move transverse to the wave front, meeting at the edge of the domain. When the waves meet, the amplitude exceeds the breaking limit causing a wave breaking patch to form along the model periodic boundary.
Breaking in this case does not spill down the wave front, but instead generates a surface jet of fluid representing a transfer of momentum from the wave system to the mean ocean currents. This momentum transfer can generate secondary circulations and turbulence via two processes. First, because the breaker has a limited area, lateral shear is generated along the edges of the breaker jet. Shear generation of turbulence is likely in this scenario and will augment the direct formation of turbulence created by the breaking event. The second source of circulations is the interaction of the remaining wave system with the new surface currents, which will produce LC and the wave propagates over the breaker momentum patch.
The preliminary results from the wave model shown in Figures 1-2 suggest a number of research areas that need to be explored. In particular, very little is known about the process of wave breaking and the fate of momentum lost from the wave but gained by the mean ocean currents. Most of the theoretical guidance is only applicable for wave systems that are completely independent from the average background currents, secondary circulations, and turbulence. Our main goal in this proposal is to use our experience with the VOF model to investigate the detailed dynamics of wave-current interaction, including the highly nonlinear process of wave breaking.
Results from the second VOF-CFD model are shown in Figures 3-4 . Here specific coupled laboratory and computational experiments have been conducted. The experiment was set up by forcing directional wave packets of specified frequency that coalesce in a manner that produced a localized steep ocean surface leading to a breaking event. In the lab this involves a computer controlled wavemaker driven with an evolved Gaussian packet in such a way as to produce coalescence that closely mimics the breaking process in a natural sea (Pierson et al., 1992) . Because the point of the coalescence can be precisely controlled, the PIV can be positioned to observe the momentum transfers directly at the point of wave breaking. The comparison with the CFD analysis is very direct in this case. 
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS
Our models include a moving free surface and resolve individual wave events. This is an advance over most open ocean models that consider the air-sea interface in a time-averaged sense. Using this approach, we are able to evaluate the impact of surface wave parameterizations in larger scale ocean models. For example, parameterizations based on the Craik-Leibovich theory (Craik and Leibovich 1976) of wave interaction have been validated using the results from these simulations. We can also address highly nonlinear problems such as wave breaking events and quantify transfer processes between wave systems, turbulence, and the mean ocean currents.
RELATED PROJECTS
The ONR CBLAST initiative is conducting field studies of air-sea interaction including momentum input from breaking waves under various wind conditions.
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